
Assembly Instructions
Please read these instructions carefully before starting assembly. We suggest you carry out the assembly on a soft surface like a carpet, so as to avoid scratching the paint. 
Please note because of the nature of cast metal, you may find roughness on the surface which enhances the beauty of the product and is not a defect.
*Do not discard any of packaging until you have checked that you have all parts and pack of fittings.
*Keep children away during assembly.This item contains small parts which can be swallowed by children.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            
*Retain the assembly instructions for future reference.

List of Parts for Assembly of Garden Chair:
No. Parts Qty

A Backrest 2
B Chair Seat 2
C Chair Leg 8
D Flat Washer 20
E Spring Washer M8 20
F Nut 20

G Rubber Pad(Pre-installed) 8

H Wrench 1 FIG.3 H
J caps 20

Assembly Instructions

1.Place all parts on a clean soft 
surface.

 2.Align the two Studs on the 
Backrest(A)with the holes in the Chair 
Seat(B). 

 3.Attach the backrest(A) to the Studs on the 
chair seat(B)using Washers and 
Nuts(D.E.F),Tighten the Nuts using a wrench 
(H). DO NOT  over tighten(Fig.1) 

 4.Attach the back legs(C) to the Studs in 
the Chair Seat(B) using Wahsers and 
Nuts(D,E,F).Tighten the Nuts using 
wrench(H) .DO NOT over tighten Repeat 
this procedure for the front legs(Fig.2) 

 5.Adjust the pre-installed Rubber pads(G)until the 
chair is level with the ground (Fig.3).Upon 
completion of full assembly and bolted up all 
screws can be tightened down. Put all caps(J) on 
the nuts. 
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Assembly Instructions
List of Parts for Assembly of Garden Table:

No. Parts Qty
A Table Top 1
B Table Leg 3
C Leg Support 1
D Flat Washer 9
E Spring Washer 9
F Nut 9
G Bolt M8 6
H Stud M8*34 3
I Rubber Pad(Pre-installed) 3
J Caps 9

Assembly Instructions

1.Place table top (A) 
on a clean soft 
surface.

 2.Attach the table 
legs(B) using the 
stud(G) on the table 
top,using washers and 
nuts(D,E,F),Tighten 
using a wrench and a 
washer(as a one line 
screw driver)(Fig1) 

 3.Attach the leg support (C) 4.Tighten the nuts(H)on  5.Adjust the pre-installed  
 to the table leg (B) using   the leg support© using a   Rubber pads(I)until the  
 studs(H),washers,and   small wahser(as a cross   table is level with the  
 nuts(D,E,F).Tighten the nuts   screwdriver),Turn the   ground (Fig.3).Upon  
 using the wrench.  table over and tighten all  completion of full assembly 
 DO NOT    of the nuts.   and bolted up all screws can 
 over tighten(Fig.2)  DO NOT   over tighten   be tightened. Then put the 

    caps(J) on the nuts. 
Warning:1)Maximum load on the edge of the table is 5kg      2)The umbrella base max size is  diameter 30cm,height 25cm
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